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Introduction
SEM Inc. is proud to introduce you its new line of coin-operated system…
The 9910X Series!
The 9910X offers the same functions the 9900X does to the exception that
we added a card dispenser in it, making the 9910X the most complete coinop ever put on the market.
This addendum only refers to the added function of dispensing a card and
does not make any mentions on how to install it or connect it to a copier.
For this, you still need to have the 9900X manual.
Card purchasing and revaluing are done in two transactions. First, a person
will buy a card at say $2. Change will be dispense back if required. Then, to
add value, the customer must insert his card into the card reader.
You can also sell a pre-valued card. For example. You sell your card at $5
but it has already a $3 dollar value encoded on it. The choice of operation is
yours. Just remember that you cannot have more than one vend price.
Please note that some machine may have the display in front of the machine
rather that on the top. It is basically the same machine
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Description of your Print & Copy Vend Station

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Coin insertion slot large enough for largest coins on the market
Escrow push button (Coin return)
4-line, 20-character bright blue display and card purchase push button
(not visible)
By-pass lock for free access to copier
Optional card reader in upper NAMA hole
T-handle with plug lock
Large escrow pocket for easy access
Bill acceptor (optional)
ST-2 floor stand (optional)
Card dispensing slot
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Inside your 9910X Vend Station

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
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Coin insertion slot
Coin return push button
LCD Display
Bypass cam lock and Card purchase push button (not visible)
Smart card system installed in upper NAMA hole (option)
T-handle locking system
Bill acceptor installed in lower NAMA hole (option)
Card dispenser (holds about 100 cards)
Smaller coin box
Escrow bucket
Coin changer (standard 3-tube coin changer shown here)

Programming your Vend Station for Card Sales
Your new 9910X Vend Station is much easier to program. The programming
is divided in different sections called menu.
The only difference in the programming of a 9910X versus a 9900X is the
addition of menus referring to the card sales. All those parameters are located in the section Value Parameters 4/6. Press on the black button until
you see that parameter followed by the green button. Then follow the instruction on the last line of the display.
You must program the following parameters:
Currency settings / For card sales:
You decide what currency you want to accept from someone who wants to
buy a card. You can select to accept coins or not. $5 or not. $10 or not,
and finally $20 or not. If you decide to accept high-denomination bills ($10
and $20) be sure your equipment is capable of dispensing change without
running out after two or three sales. If you have a 3-tube coin changer in
your 9910X, we suggest you should not accept bills for a card purchase or at
the maximum, only a $5 dollar bill. If you have a 5-tube or 6-tube coin
changer, then the choice is yours.
Sale Price Card 1
This is where you will set the vend price of your card. You have 4 digit available to create your vend price. The maximum vend price available is $50.00
per card.

Make sure the cards you put in the dispenser are ready, pre-encoded
with your site code and with the proper value. If you put cards with a
$10 value into your dispenser and sell them at $5, nobody will let know
before your dispenser gets empty.
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The audit -- # 1 of 6

The information available in the audit section will differ a lot depending on
many things:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The number of tubes in your coin changer (3, 4, 5, or 6).
The presence of a bill acceptor.
The presence of a card reader with multiple site codes.
The quantity of vend prices you have, depending on which copier your Vend Station is connected to (B&W, Color, etc.)
5. The card dispenser
Some information can be erased manually by pressing on the red button. If
you do not wish to erase anything but simply wish to browse through the
audit, keep on pressing on the black button as indicated on the last line the
display.
Two more information are available in the audit if you have a card dispenser.
They are:
Card #1 sold :
Total
Cumulative
The amount shown is a multiple of the card sold times the vend price. In the
case of the cumulative value, this is true only if you never change the price
of the card.
Undelivered card:
Total
Cumulative
Undelivered card is the value of cards that were purchased but did not delivered to the customer for some reasons. If you do have an amount visible
there, we strongly suggest you take a look at your card dispenser for some
malfunction.
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Filling up your card dispenser
Filling the cards in the dispenser is easy. Just put them flat into the dispenser. Put the weight on top. The weight is very important to make sure all
the cards are being dispensed properly till the very last card.
The reason for the chain is that you do not remove the weight from the
9910X and loose it. The form of the weight is important so that when it
reaches the bottom of the dispenser, it does not activate the card detection
lever.
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This addendum to the 9900X manual was written by our technical department. Even though the utmost attention was given to writing this manual,
errors may have slipped by unnoticed. Any comments, suggestions, or errors should be sent directly to: info@sem.ca
Telephone: 1 514-334-7569
info@sem.ca
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Fax: 1 514-334-5922
www.sem.ca

